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Standards Addressed in Guided Drafts

110.31–32.b.13.B

Structure ideas in a sustained and persuasive way (e.g., using outlines, note taking, graphic organizers, lists) and

develop drafts in timed and open-ended situations that include transitions and the rhetorical devices used to

convey meaning.

Persuasive

110.31–32.b.16

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes:

A. a clear thesis or position based on logical reasons

supported by precise and relevant evidence

D. an organizing structure appropriate to the

purpose, audience, and context

F. a range of appropriate appeals (e.g., descriptions,

anecdotes, case studies, analogies, illustrations)

Argumentative

110.31–32.b.16

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes:

A. a clear thesis or position based on logical reasons

supported by precise and relevant evidence

B. consideration of the whole range of information

and views on the topic and accurate and honest

representation of these views

C. counter-arguments based on evidence to

anticipate and address objections

D. an organizing structure appropriate to the

purpose, audience, and context

110.31–32.b.23

Synthesize the research into a written or an oral

presentation that:

A. marshals evidence in support of a clear thesis

statement and related claims

B. provides an analysis for the audience that re�ects

a logical progression of ideas and a clearly stated

point of view



Literary Analysis

110.31–32.b.15.A

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes:

i. effective introductory and concluding paragraphs

and a variety of sentence structures

ii. rhetorical devices, and transitions between

paragraphs

iii. a clear thesis statement or controlling idea

iv. an organizing structure appropriate to purpose,

audience, and context

v. relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details

110.31–32.b.15.C

Write an interpretative response to an expository or a

literary text (e.g., essay or review) that:

i. extends beyond a summary and literal analysis

ii. addresses the writing skills for an analytical essay

and provides evidence from the text using embedded

quotations

Narrative

110.31–32.b.14.A

Write an engaging story with a well-developed con�ict

and resolution, interesting and believable characters, a

range of literary strategies (e.g., dialogue, suspense)

and devices to enhance the plot, and sensory details

that de�ne the mood or tone.

Expository/Informational

110.31–32.b.15.A

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes:

i. effective introductory and concluding paragraphs

and a variety of sentence structures

ii. rhetorical devices, and transitions between

paragraphs

iii. a clear thesis statement or controlling idea

iv. an organizing structure appropriate to purpose,

audience, and context

v. relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details

110.31–32.b.23

Synthesize the research into a written or an oral

presentation that:

A. marshals evidence in support of a clear thesis

statement and related claims

B. provides an analysis for the audience that re�ects

a logical progression of ideas and a clearly stated

point of view



Standards Addressed in Self Review

110.31–32.b.13.C

Revise drafts to improve style, word choice, �gurative language, sentence variety, and subtlety of meaning after

rethinking how well questions of purpose, audience, and genre have been addressed.

Persuasive

110.31–32.b.16

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes:

A. a clear thesis or position based on logical reasons

supported by precise and relevant evidence

D. an organizing structure appropriate to the

purpose, audience, and context

F. a range of appropriate appeals (e.g., descriptions,

anecdotes, case studies, analogies, illustrations)

Argumentative

110.31–32.b.16

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes:

A. a clear thesis or position based on logical reasons

supported by precise and relevant evidence

B. consideration of the whole range of information

and views on the topic and accurate and honest

representation of these views

C. counter-arguments based on evidence to

anticipate and address objections

D. an organizing structure appropriate to the

purpose, audience, and context

Literary Analysis

110.31–32.b.15.A

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes:

i. effective introductory and concluding paragraphs

and a variety of sentence structures

ii. rhetorical devices, and transitions between

paragraphs

iii. a clear thesis statement or controlling idea

iv. an organizing structure appropriate to purpose,

audience, and context

v. relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details

110.31–32.b.15.C

Write an interpretative response to an expository or a

literary text (e.g., essay or review) that:

i. extends beyond a summary and literal analysis

ii. addresses the writing skills for an analytical essay

and provides evidence from the text using embedded

quotations



Standards Addressed in Peer Reviews

110.31–32.b.13.E

Revise �nal draft in response to feedback from peers and teacher and publish written work for appropriate

audiences.

Standards Addressed in Writing Pathways

Expository/Informational

110.31–32.b.15.A

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes:

i. effective introductory and concluding paragraphs

and a variety of sentence structures

ii. rhetorical devices, and transitions between

paragraphs

iii. a clear thesis statement or controlling idea

iv. an organizing structure appropriate to purpose,

audience, and context

v. relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details

Body Paragraphs: Claims, Evidence,

and Reasoning

110.31–32.b.15.A.v

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details.

110.31–32.b.16.A

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes a clear thesis or position based

on logical reasons supported by precise and relevant

evidence.

110.31–32.b.23

Synthesize the research into a written or an oral

presentation that:

A. marshals evidence in support of a clear thesis

statement and related claims;

B. provides an analysis for the audience that re�ects a

logical progression of ideas and a clearly stated point of

view

Body Paragraphs: Embedding Evidence

110.31–32.b.15.A.v

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes relevant evidence, valid inferences, and well-

chosen details.

110.31–32.b.15.C.ii

Write an interpretative response to an expository or a

literary text (e.g., essay or review) that addresses the

writing skills for an analytical essay and provides

evidence from the text using embedded quotations.

110.31–32.b.16.A

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes a clear thesis or position based

on logical reasons supported by precise and relevant

evidence.



110.31–32.b.21.C

Paraphrase, summarize, quote, and accurately cite all

researched information according to a standard format

(e.g., author, title, page number).

110.31–32.b.23

Synthesize the research into a written or an oral

presentation that:

A. marshals evidence in support of a clear thesis

statement and related claims;

B. provides an analysis for the audience that re�ects a

logical progression of ideas and a clearly stated point of

view

Body Paragraphs: Transition Words

and Phrases

110.31–32.b.13.B

Develop drafts in timed and open-ended situations that

include transitions and the rhetorical devices used to

convey meaning.

110.31–32.b.15.A.ii

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes rhetorical devices, and transitions between

paragraphs.

Conclusion Paragraphs

110.31–32.b.15.A.i

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes effective introductory and concluding

paragraphs and a variety of sentence structures.

Counterargument Paragraphs

110.31–32.b.16.C

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes counter-arguments based on

evidence to anticipate and address objections.

Embedding Evidence: Avoiding

Plagiarism & Using Citations

110.31–32.b.21.C

Paraphrase, summarize, quote, and accurately cite all

researched information according to a standard format

(e.g., author, title, page number).

110.31–32.b.23.E

Use a style manual (e.g., Modern Language Association,

Chicago Manual of Style) to document sources and

format written material.

Embedding Evidence: Mechanics of

Quotations

110.31–32.b.15.C.ii

Write an interpretative response to an expository or a

literary text (e.g., essay or review) that addresses the

writing skills for an analytical essay and provides

evidence from the text using embedded quotations.

Formal and Informal Language

110.31–32.b.12.D

Evaluate changes in formality and tone across various

media for different audiences and purposes.

Introductory Paragraphs

110.31–32.b.15.A.i

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes effective introductory and concluding

paragraphs and a variety of sentence structures.



Standards Addressed in Grammar & Conventions Pathways

Thesis Statements

110.31–32.b.13.A

Plan a �rst draft by selecting the correct genre for

conveying the intended meaning to multiple audiences,

determining appropriate topics through a range of

strategies (e.g., discussion, background reading,

personal interests, interviews), and developing a thesis

or controlling idea.

110.31–32.b.15.A.iii

Write an analytical essay of suf�cient length that

includes a controlling idea or thesis.

110.31–32.b.16.A

Write an argumentative essay to the appropriate

audience that includes a clear thesis or position based

on logical reasons supported by precise and relevant

evidence.

Active and Passive Voice

110.31–32.b.17.A.i

Use and understand the function of more complex

active and passive tenses and verbals (gerunds,

in�nitives, participles) in the context of reading, writing,

and speaking.

Building Compound and Complex

Sentences

110.31–32.b.17.C

Use a variety of correctly structured sentences (e.g.,

compound, complex, compound-complex).

Commas for Clarity

110.31.b.18.B.ii, 110.32.b.18.B.i

Use correct punctuation marks including comma

placement in nonrestrictive phrases, clauses, and

contrasting expressions.

Identifying Sentences and Fragments

110.31–32.b.17.C

Use a variety of correctly structured sentences (e.g.,

compound, complex, compound-complex).

MLA Citation I

110.31–32.b.21.C

Paraphrase, summarize, quote, and accurately cite all

researched information according to a standard format

(e.g., author, title, page number).

110.31–32.b.23.E

Use a style manual (e.g., Modern Language Association,

Chicago Manual of Style) to document sources and

format written material.

Phrases and Dependent Clauses

110.31–32.b.17.A.ii

Use and understand the function of restrictive and

nonrestrictive relative clauses in the context of reading,

writing, and speaking.
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Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

110.31–32.b.17.A.iii

Use and understand the function of reciprocal pronouns

(e.g., each other, one another) in the context of reading,

writing, and speaking.

Restrictive and Nonrestrictive Clauses

110.31–32.b.17.A.ii

Use and understand the function of restrictive and

nonrestrictive relative clauses in the context of reading,

writing, and speaking.

110.31.b.18.B.ii, 110.32.b.18.B.i

Use correct punctuation marks including comma

placement in nonrestrictive phrases, clauses, and

contrasting expressions.

Rules of Capitalization I and II

110.31–32.b.18.A

Use conventions of capitalization.

Verbals

110.31–32.b.17.A.i

Use and understand the function of more complex

active and passive tenses and verbals (gerunds,

in�nitives, participles) in the context of reading, writing,

and speaking.


